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I

n humans and mice, primary diversification of Ig genes occurs throughout life by gene rearrangement in progenitor B
cells in the bone marrow (1– 4), and secondary diversification
occurs in the course of affinity maturation of the cells’ Ag receptors, via somatic hypermutation of receptor genes and Ag-driven
selection of the resulting mutants (5–10). However, this is not the
rule in all species. In rabbits and chickens, for example, Ig gene
diversification starts with rearrangement of a single (in chicken) or
a few (in rabbit) VH genes. Primary diversification occurs in the
appendix and other gut-associated lymphoid tissues in young rabbits, or the bursa of Fabricius in young chickens (11, 12). Secondary diversification in germinal centers (GCs)3 involves both somatic hypermutation and gene conversion events in rabbits (13–
15) and in chickens (16, 17). Variations on these mechanisms, with
each mechanism receiving a different weight in different life
stages, may exist in other species.
The dynamics of Ig gene diversification in humans and mice
have been studied in detail, in experiments, by mathematical models of cell population dynamics (18 –26), or by bioinformatical
methods for analyzing the hypermutation process (27–34). In con-
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trast, little is known about B lymphocyte population dynamics in
species such as rabbits or chickens. Although GC dynamics during
the humoral immune response may be similar to that in mice, an
assumption that is currently under study, the population dynamics
of B cells undergoing primary diversification through gene conversion are probably very different from the clonal dynamics that
characterize murine or human B cell development.
Lineage trees of mutant B lymphocytes often serve to qualitatively illustrate claims concerning the dynamics of affinity maturation (35– 46). The generation of trees or dendrograms visualizing
lineage relationships of B cell mutants in GCs has been used to
confirm the role of the GC as the location of somatic hypermutation (35–37), to identify lineage relationships between cells from
independent GCs (40) or different tissues (41), and to study affinity
maturation in various disease situations (42– 44) or following vaccination (45, 46). However, no quantitative methods for analyzing
mutational lineage trees have existed before our work.
We have taken the use of mutational lineage trees one step further, by developing a quantitative algorithm, based on terms of
mathematical graph theory, for quantifying the shape properties of
mutational lineage trees (47). We have shown that quantitative
information about the dynamics of hypermutation and Ag-driven
clonal selection during the humoral immune response is indeed
contained in mutational lineage tree shapes deduced from responding clones. Differences in the hypermutation and selection processes, between tissues, experimental conditions, or disease situations, can be studied using our method (48, 49). Tree shape
analysis thus provides a quantitative means of elucidating the dynamics of diversification processes based on hypermutation and
gene conversion.
In the present study, we have applied our tree shape analysis
method to lineage trees from Ig primary and secondary diversification processes in rabbits and chickens. These trees are, in general, more complex than the classical lineage trees published.
Many more base changes are involved, in contrast to the relatively
small numbers (order of 10) of mutations per sequence in data
0022-1767/04/$02.00
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Lineage trees of mutated rearranged Ig V region sequences in B lymphocyte clones often serve to qualitatively illustrate claims
concerning the dynamics of affinity maturation. In this study, we use a novel method for analyzing lineage tree shapes, using terms
from graph theory to quantify the differences between primary and secondary diversification in rabbits and chickens. In these
species, Ig gene diversification starts with rearrangement of a single (in chicken) or a few (in rabbit) VH genes. Somatic hypermutation and gene conversion contribute to primary diversification in appendix of young rabbits or in bursa of Fabricius of
embryonic and young chickens and to secondary diversification during immune responses in germinal centers (GCs). We find that,
at least in rabbits, primary diversification appears to occur at a constant rate in the appendix, and the type of Ag-specific selection
seen in splenic GCs is absent. This supports the view that a primary repertoire is being generated within the expanding clonally
related B cells in appendix of young rabbits and emphasizes the important role that gut-associated lymphoid tissues may play in
early development of mammalian immune repertoires. Additionally, the data indicate a higher rate of hypermutation in rabbit and
chicken GCs, such that the balance between hypermutation and selection tends more toward mutation and less toward selection
in rabbit and chicken compared with murine GCs. The Journal of Immunology, 2004, 172: 4790 – 4796.
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Materials and Methods
Data
The lineage trees analyzed in this study were published previously (11–17).

FIGURE 1. A, A sample lineage tree. Nodes in the tree can either be the
root node (always the node numbered zero in our definition), leaves (sequences of cells that had no daughters at the time of observation, e.g.,
nodes 6, 11, 12, 13, and 14 here), or internal nodes, that is, nodes that are
neither root nor leaves. Internal nodes can either be split nodes, those with
more than one daughter (here, nodes 3 and 10); or pass-through nodes,
those with exactly one daughter (nodes 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 here). Thus,
the total number of nodes, N, always equals the number of leaves, L, plus
the number of internal nodes, IN, plus 1 (the root): N ⫽ L ⫹ IN ⫹ 1.
Sequences of cells that were actually found in the experiment are represented by darker circles. These include, by definition, all the leaves, but
may include some internal nodes as well (node 8 here). Putative intermediates, deduced from the existence of shared mutations, are indicated by
dashed circles. Split nodes may be either putative intermediates (nodes 3
and 10 here) or sequences actually found in the experiment. B, The list
representation of the tree in A.

Tree shape analysis
The concepts of graphical analysis of lineage trees, and the details of our
measurement and analysis methods, are described previously (47). However, we list in this study the basic details essential for understanding
this work.
A lineage tree is defined, graphically, as a phylogenetic tree in which the
nodes (points on the tree) correspond to B cell receptor gene sequences
(Fig. 1). It is important to note that nodes do not correspond to individual
cells, but to sequences; a node may represent many cells as long as their Ig
gene sequences are identical. The root node of the tree is the original
unmutated sequence of the founder B cell(s). A node in the tree can have
descendants (daughters); a daughter node represents a sequence that differs
in exactly one mutation from the mother node, that is, it is one mutation
further away from the root than the mother node. A lineage tree describes
the diversification process of a clone of B cells at a certain moment of
observation: it consists only of the Ig gene sequences of cells that were
sampled at that moment and their ancestor sequences back to the root. The
ancestor sequences are not necessarily sampled at the time of observation.
A tree may be represented graphically (Fig. 1A) or by a list, in which each
line gives the number of a mother node, followed by the numbers of all its
daughter nodes (Fig. 1B).
The shape of lineage trees is quantified by simply counting a number of
properties of the graph describing the tree, such as the total number of
nodes, the number of leaves, lengths of paths from root to leaf, etc. For
quite a few of these properties, the maximum, minimum, and average values per tree may be measured. The complete list of parameters measured
is given in Table I.
We developed a computer program that reads a tree as a text list, as
described above, and measures the graphical parameters. We are willing to
analyze data sent to us upon request (see http://repertoire.ls.biu.ac.il/
TREES for details).

Statistical analysis
Significance tests were done using Student’s t test.

Results
Can gene conversion events be regarded as one mutational
event?
The first questions we asked were: How should we count gene
conversion blocks in our analysis? Should we treat a gene conversion as one mutational event, or as if there were a number of
separate mutations, treating each base pair substitution as a separate event? The two ways of treating gene conversion events will
obviously result in different tree shapes; however, the question is
whether the two methods give similar insights into the diversification process. In our preliminary analyses, we have found that,
after scaling (dividing) by the total number of nodes or the number
of leaves, trees generated by the two methods are similar, and give
similar general insights. This is illustrated by the examples shown
in Fig. 2: for the two trees analyzed, the scaled properties are the
same whether we regard gene conversion blocks as one or several
events; even though the trees do not look similar, most of their
scaled properties are highly similar. Tree bushiness (defined by
outgoing degree measures) is unaffected, as the number of splits
per node is independent of the above choice. Therefore, we henceforth treat each gene conversion event as one mutational event.
Comparison of trees from L and H chains in the same clones
Another basic question was: How close are L and H chain trees
from the same clone in their graphical properties? How do they
relate to the properties of the full tree (which includes mutations in
both chains)? We found that, in general, the trends in L chain trees
are similar to those found in H chain trees, despite the fact that the
trees differ in size and details. The examples in Fig. 2 demonstrate
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from murine or human GCs. Blocks of base changes can often, but
not always, be identified as resulting from gene conversion, with
the donor V gene identifiable in most cases. For small blocks, e.g.,
2–3 base changes, it is often hard to ascertain whether the cause is
a gene conversion event or merely point mutations in neighboring
positions. In the case of primary diversification, most events can be
identified as gene conversions, but examples of stepwise single
base changes leading to small blocks in D gene, and occasionally
in V gene-encoded portions, are found. In both primary and secondary diversification, the reported clonal trees are often larger and
more complex than those reported in studies of murine and human
clones, even when we consider each gene conversion as a single
event. Our quantitative treatment of Ig gene lineage trees from
rabbits and chickens reveals the unique characteristics of the genetic and selection processes driving the formation of the Ig repertoire in these species, as well as some differences between these
two species, as follows. First, primary diversification in the rabbit
appendix appears to occur at a constant rate, and is not subject to
the types of Ag-driven selection observed in GC responses after
immunization of rabbits and other species. Second, in both rabbits
and chickens, the balance between mutation and selection tends
more toward diversification, which may reflect the importance of
maintaining a diverse repertoire in the adult once appendix or bursal B cell receptor diversification has diminished or ceased. Third,
gene conversion in rabbits may be more efficient than in chickens.
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Table I. Measured parameters of mutational lineage trees
Parameter type

Parameter Name

a

Value in Fig. 1

Indicators of tree size

Total no. of nodes, N
No. of leaves, L
No. of internal nodes, IN
No. of pass-through nodes, PTN

Root to leaf distance-path length (PL)b

Minimum, MinPL
Maximum, MaxPL
Average, AvgPL

3
5
4.4

Trunk length, T

0

Root to first split node distancec
d

15
5
9
7

Minimum, MinOD
Maximum, MaxOD
Average, AvgOD
Average OD over split nodes only, AvgOD2
Root OD

Leaf to nearest split node distance (DLSN)e

Minimum, MinDLSN
Maximum, MaxDLSN
Average, AvgDLSN

1
4
2

Leaf to first (closest to the root) split node (DLFSN) distancef

Minimum, MinDLFSN
Maximum, MaxDLFSN
Average, AvgDLFSN

3
5
4.4

Root to split node (DRSN) distanceg

Minimum, MinDRSN
Maximum, MaxDRSN
Average, AvgDRSN

2
4
3

DRMSN

2

Minimum, MinDASN
Maximum, MaxDASN
Average, AvgDASN

2
2
2

Distance from Root to the maximal split nodeh
i

Distance between two adjacent split nodes (DASN)

1
3
14/15
7/3
2

a
The parameters N, IN, and PTN are very well correlated with each other. All size parameters are very sensitive to the number of cells that happened to be picked from the
clone described by the tree. The number of leaves, L, is the most sensitive to the “pick size”. To eliminate this problem in our analysis, we often scale (divide) the measured
properties by either N or L (47).
b
We measure minimum, maximum, and average PL (over all leaves in the tree). PL is a good measure of tree “length”, reflecting the length of the diversification process
from the original cell. For example, maximum or average path lengths tend to increase as the GC response progresses in mice (39,47).
c
The length of the trunk T ⬎ 0 only if the Root’s degree is 1, that is, the root itself is not a split node; otherwise T ⫽ 0, as in Fig 1. A long trunk in murine or human GC
B cell clones often indicates that the clone did not originate from a naive B cell, but rather from an already “experienced” B cell, which as already accumulated several mutations
in a previous response, to the same or to a cross-reactive Ag (48,49), but in rabbits and especially in chickens the clone might have originated from a cell with diversification
that occurred during the primary preimmune stage in GALT or bursa.
d
The maximum or average OD are the best indicators of tree “bushiness”, and also do not need to be scaled by tree size parameters. For a given rate of mutations, the lower
the OD, the stronger the selection operating on the diversifying clone (47– 49).
e
DLSN can be regarded as an inverse measure of tree “bushiness”, and hence another indicator of selection, as, naturally, the bushier the tree, the smaller the distance between
a given leaf to the last split node. It reflects the most recent events in the history of the branch.
f
DLFSN variables are basically path lengths excluding the trunk, which we use instead of PL when we do not know for certain whether the trees originated from naive or
experienced B cells (48 – 49).
g
DRSN is measured on each path to a leaf, not considering the root itself, and included only split nodes that are closest to the root on each path. It is similar to T.
h
DRMSN is defined as the distance from the root to the maximal (in terms of outgoing degree) split node.
i
Like DLSN, DASN is an inverse measure of tree bushiness.

this point. Hence, in subsequent studies, we give equal weights to
L and H chain gene trees, and regard the properties of two trees
generated from the same clone (if available) as two data sets characterizing the clone.
Temporal development of rabbit GC trees: hypermutation vs
selection
Having established the above, we conducted a comparative analysis of trees from rabbit appendix (primary diversification), at different time points during postnatal development, and from GCs
(secondary diversification) at different time points during a specific
immune response. The different trees showed rather large size variability, as seen in mice and humans. In immunized rabbits, trees
from the same GC were usually similar in all properties, except
general size (data not shown). Many unique sequences were found
early in the response (days 7 and 10), and fewer unique sequences
were found later. This is similar to findings in chickens (16, 17),

and to a lesser extent in mice (39), in which it has been interpreted
as reflecting selection via competition for Ag.
The rabbit splenic GC trees from days 7 and 10 of a specific
immune response did not significantly differ in the various size
(Fig. 3, A–C) parameters, or in bushiness in terms of outgoing
degree measures (Fig. 3D), but on day 15 much larger trees were
found. Trees from day 7 significantly differed in all size properties
from day 15 trees ( p ⬍ 0.01 for all properties except trunk length,
for which p ⬍ 0.07; the single day 10 tree did not have a trunk).
Day 15 trees were also slightly bushier than day 7 or 10 trees ( p ⬍
0.05 for outgoing degree averaged over split nodes (AvgOD2);
p ⬍ 0.07 for maximum outgoing degree (MaxOD)).
The lengthening of trees with time is similar to what was found
in murine immune responses (39, 47). However, rabbit GC trees
were in general larger, not only in terms of path lengths, that is,
number of mutations per leaf, which increased with time (data not
shown), but also in the number of leaves. The latter grows with the
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Outgoing degree (number of daughters per node), OD
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number of cells sampled, but also reflects the intrinsic bushiness
(number of branches in each branching point) of the tree. Thus, we
have an overall growth in the number of nodes, which reflects both
the number of leaves and the path length. In contrast to murine GC
trees (39, 47), however, the number of leaves and the various measures of tree bushiness did not decrease with time (Fig. 3). This
may reflect differences between the diversification processes in the
two species: in murine GCs, selection dominates over hypermutation by day 15 of the response, and the trees become less bushy,
while in rabbit GCs, selection either does not dominate at all over
the higher rate hypermutation, or possibly does so only later in the
response.
Indeed, rabbit GC trees were both longer (in terms of scaled path
lengths) and slightly bushier (in terms of outgoing degree) than
murine (47) or human (48) GC trees. In murine splenic GC trees,
path lengths observed to date were at most 13 mutations long (35–

FIGURE 3. Data from all immunized rabbit splenic DNP-specific GC
trees (13–15). A–C, Tree size parameters. A, Scaled by nodes; B, scaled by
leaves; C, unscaled. Gray, L (leaves); z, N (nodes); 3, IN (internal
nodes); p, PTN (pass-through nodes); f, T (trunk length). D, Tree bushiness parameters: z, MaxOD; 3, AvgOD2; f, RootD.

40), while rabbit splenic GC trees have many paths of the order of
15–20 mutations accumulated in the same time period. Because we
counted every gene conversion block as one mutation, the actual
number of base changes was even higher. Scaling by the number
of leaves, or of nodes, removes the size differences between different days, suggesting that the rate of hypermutation, which generates the tree, remains essentially the same throughout the response (Fig. 3). However, our analysis suggests that the rate of
hypermutation, which is proportional to the path lengths, in rabbits
(and chickens, as shown below) is larger than that in mice, even
when we count every gene conversion block as one mutation.
Temporal development of chicken GC trees: similar to or faster
than rabbit GC
Chickens, like rabbits, use gene conversion as a mechanism of
primary and secondary diversification. Only a small number of
lineage trees was published from chicken GCs, on the seventh and
the eleventh day of the response (16, 17). Applying our analysis to
these data, we see that tree growth is undetectable, and the bushiness (maximum and average OD) decreases only slightly between

FIGURE 4. Trees from immunized chicken NP (16)- or FITC (17)-specific splenic GCs. Both graphs show unscaled properties. All symbols are
as defined in the legend to Fig. 3. A, Tree size: L; N; IN; PTN (pass-through
nodes); T. B, Tree bushiness: MaxOD; AvgOD2; RootD.
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FIGURE 2. Properties of two trees derived from splenic DNP-specific GCs of immunized rabbits (14, 15). A–C, Clone L1; D–F, clone L3. G, From left
to right: the trees L1-H, L1-L, L3-H, and L3-L, using the same conventions as in Fig. 1. Circles represent point mutations, and squares represent gene
conversion events. Properties are shown for the H chain tree (L1-H and L3-H); the L chain tree (L1-L and L3-L); the full tree, which includes mutations
in both the H and L chain genes (L1-F and L3-F), in which all the above were analyzed with gene conversion blocks taken as single events; and the full
tree with each base change taken as a separate event, including base changes within gene conversion blocks (L1-BF and L3-BF). A and D, Scaled tree size
parameters: gray, L/N (that is, number of leaves divided by number of nodes); 3, IN/N; z, PTN/N; f, T/N. B and E, Scaled lengths: 3, MinPL/N; z,
MaxPL/N; d, AvgPL/N; f, MinDLSN/N; p, MaxDLSN/N; gray, AvgDLSN/N. C and F, Parameters defining tree bushiness: z, MaxOD; 3, Avg2OD
excluding pass-through nodes; f, RootD.
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significantly differ from rabbit GC trees in their lack of trunks and
in their shorter paths ( p ⬍ 0.05 for all path length comparisons
between 5.5-wk appendix trees and day 15 GC trees).
Taken together, these results illustrate a diversification process
that seems to go on and on at an apparently constant rate. In contrast to rabbit splenic GC trees, in the appendix even the scaled tree
size properties show growth with time (compare Fig. 3, A and B,
with Fig. 5, A and B). This can be interpreted to show that, in
primary diversification, the balance between diversification and
selection tends toward diversification even more strongly and completely than in rabbit splenic GCs. In contrast, the comparison
lends support to the notion that in rabbit splenic GCs, some selection must be occurring, even though it is not reflected too
strongly by tree bushiness parameter differences.
Primary diversification in chicken bursa

the two time points (Fig. 4). This is despite the fact that many
mutations have accumulated per path, as in rabbit splenic GCs, so
that the trees are as large on day 7 in chicken GC as on day 15 in
rabbit GC ( p ⬎ 0.05 for all unscaled size comparisons) and significantly larger ( p ⬍ 0.05) from trees in day 7 of rabbit GC. There
were no significant differences in bushiness (MaxOD, AvgOD2,
and root degree (RootD)).
Primary diversification in rabbit appendix
The results of comparing the trees from rabbit primary (11) to
secondary diversification revealed the greatest insights. During
rabbit postnatal B cell development in the appendix, the earliest
trees were very small and few, but became increasingly larger with
time (Fig. 5). However, the average bushiness (outgoing degree)
did not significantly change with time. This is in striking contrast
to the behavior of trees from murine immune responses to specific
Ags, in which path lengths, even scaled ones, grow in size, yet the
outgoing degree decreases, as the response progresses (47). This is
thought to be due to the intense selection, which trims branches
that did not lead to successful cells, so that the number of branches
decreases while their lengths increase. This selection seems to be
weaker in rabbit splenic GCs, as shown above, and completely
missing in appendix clonal diversification. Note that although the
trees from rabbit age 5.5 wk look quite large and bushy, they

FIGURE 6. Trees from chicken bursa (12). Tree sources are: e, embryonic; p, postnatal; b, postnatal with bursal duct ligation; n, postnatal with
bursal duct ligation and addition of the Ag NP. Both graphs show unscaled
properties. All symbols are as defined in the legend to Fig. 3. A, Tree size:
L; N; IN; PTN (pass-through nodes); T. B, Tree bushiness: MaxOD; AvgOD2; RootD.

Discussion
This work presents the application of a quantitative algorithm for
analyzing Ig gene lineage tree shapes, which we have previously
applied to the relatively simple murine and human systems, to data
on Ig gene diversification in rabbits and chickens. The process of
gene conversion, used by these species for both primary and secondary diversification, is shown by our analysis to have several
interesting characteristics: primary diversification, at least in rabbits, seems to go on at a constant rate, without ligand-driven selection; the balance between diversification and selection seems to
be more in favor of diversification and less in favor of selection,
than it is in murine or human GCs; and gene conversion in rabbits
may be more efficient than in chickens.
The idea that the diversification process in the appendix appears
to occur at a constant rate is based on our observation that both tree
size (measured by numbers of nodes) and bushiness (measured by
outgoing degrees) grow with time. The type of Ag-specific selection seen in splenic GCs seems to be absent in the appendix, and
this supports the view that the primary repertoire is generated
within the expanding clonally related B cells in young rabbits, and
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FIGURE 5. Rabbit appendix trees (from Fig. 4 in Ref. 11). Parameters
and all symbols are as in Fig. 3. A–C, Tree size parameters. A, Scaled by
nodes; B, scaled by leaves; C, unscaled. Gray, L; z, N; 3, IN; p, PTN
(pass-through nodes); f, T. D, Tree bushiness parameters: z, MaxOD; 3,
AvgOD2; f, RootD.

To compare primary diversification in rabbits with that in a different species that uses gene conversion, we have analyzed the
trees from chicken bursa (12). The data are again limited, as only
one embryonic tree is compared in this study with four posthatching trees. What we can say is that posthatching trees are both larger
and less bushy than the embryonic tree (Fig. 6). Path lengths also
increase (data not shown). Larger tree size is observed in scaled
properties as well as in the unscaled ones, as in rabbit appendix
(data not shown).
It is hard to say, based on these data, whether primary diversification in chickens is similar in all aspects to that in rabbits. The
involvement of Ag in the posthatching diversification process is
implied by the fact that trees are both smaller and less bushy in
chickens in which bursal duct ligation (BDL) was performed than
in non-BDL chickens, or BDL chickens in which the Ag 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl (NP) was added to the bursa, bypassing
the ligation (BDL-NP). However, differences between trees from
normal posthatching chickens and BDL chickens are not as large
as those between BDL and BDL-NP chickens, suggesting that the
BDL-NP situation is rather artificial.
Scaling of path lengths by nodes results in an opposite trend,
that is, shorter paths in NP-BDL trees; we attribute this to a less
stringent selection. Note that when measured on trees, the stringency of selection is only relative to the force of proliferation.
Hence, it may be that the same selection forces act in both cases;
however, in the case of NP-BDL trees, these selection forces are
less able to curb the diversification.

The Journal of Immunology

Part of tree pruning, the elimination of less successful branches, is
probably due to competition for Ag rather than functionality of the
sequence. This would be true especially in the late stages of the
response, when there is not much Ag around. At least this is our
interpretation of the decrease in bushiness of murine GC trees with
time. The differences between tree sizes in the same GC in the
rabbit data seem to indicate that a similar competition may be
going on here.
All standard algorithms of tree generation from sequence data
assume that each shared change indicated cells with a shared precursor. In drawing our trees from rabbit data, especially from the
appendix sequences, we could not always accept this assumption,
as we had indications of repeated independent occurrences of point
mutations and even gene conversions. We could sometimes infer
that specific point mutations occurred independently at a given
position (e.g., in HCDR3) because the cells carrying them were on
different branches. Conversely, the best overall fit of the sequence
data sometimes led to the conclusion that gene conversions recurred on different branches. As long as the trees are produced by
a consistent algorithm, we consider the comparison between shape
properties of different trees to be legitimate.
In conclusion, use of the algorithm described in this study has
revealed new insights about Ig gene diversification in rabbits and
chickens that were not obvious from less rigorous examination of
the available data on clonal trees. These insights include: first,
primary diversification in the rabbit appendix appears to occur at a
constant rate, and is not subject to the types of Ag-driven selection
observed in GC responses after immunization of rabbits and other
species. Second, in both rabbits and chickens, the balance between
mutation and selection tends more toward diversification, which
may reflect the importance of maintaining a diverse repertoire in
the adult once appendix or bursal B cell receptor diversification
has diminished or ceased. Finally, gene conversion in rabbits may
be more efficient than in chickens. This may be explained by the
introduction of blocks of changes in CDRs without introduction of
deleterious replacement changes in the framework regions, and
few, if any, insertions and deletions that lead to frameshifts during
the conversion process in rabbits.
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